A method for conversion of a Voice output of appliance Statuses, wherein three spoken phrases are Stored for each appliance to be controlled, with the first spoken phrase being allocated to a first appliance Status, the Second spoken phrase being allocated to a Second appliance Status, and the third spoken phrase being allocated for at least one third Status. When an appliance Status is checked, the relevant appliance sends a data word. If the value (which identifies the current appliance status) of the data word corresponds to a first value, the first spoken phrase is output, if it corresponds to a Second, the Second spoken phrase is output, and the third spoken phrase and the third value are output for at least one third value. Furthermore, the term "technical management" also cov ers the control of any other electrical appliances, from adjusting a clock to Switching on a coffee machine. For installation of home automation Systems (building bus Sys tems), the following preconditions must be essentially sat puter-hardware-oriented approach). However, to a greater or lesser extent, these represent specific Solutions for home automation. These Standards include:
1. For the consumer-item-oriented approach, the Con Sumer Electronics Bus (CEBus), the ESPRIT Home System (EHS) and the Home Bus System (HBS); 2. for the installation-item-oriented approach, the Bati Bus, the European Installation Bus (EIB) and the Smart House, and 3. for the computer-hardware-oriented approach, the Local Operating Network (LON) and The Real Time Operating System Nucleus (TRON).
The question as to which of the standards that have been mentioned ultimately will be adopted, and will thus become the de-facto Standard, depends essentially on the attractive neSS of the respective Standard for home automation. How ever, Such a System is attractive and really useful only if there are a wide range of products which communicate via this network. Only if the house or dwelling occupier knows when he/she purchases a Washing machine, an electric cooker, etc., that the respective appliance will communicate with his/her home bus system, will he/she perhaps be prepared to pay the additional costs for a home automation System, and to install Such a System in his/her house. However, if the manufacturer of these appliances does not know which bus system will win the race in the end, then this manufacturer will not, in fact, be prepared to invest in an expensive interface for the respective bus system in order to find, Subsequently, that the appliances cannot, in fact, be Sold any better as a result of this investment.
In order to improve the attractiveness of the home auto mation Systems described above, an intelligent home inter face (residential gateway) is, therefore, required which is both cost-effective and offers the manufacturer of appliances which can be remotely controlled for home automation purposes wide variation options for the implementation of the interfaces for the bus system that is used for home automation.
One approach for providing an "intelligent home inter face' (residential gateway) as it is known from a German patent application entitled "Anordnung Zum Ineinanderi bersetzen von Protokolldateneinheiten inkompatibler Netze' Arrangement for translation of protocol data units of incompatible networks to one another, official application file reference 19904544.5, is to provide for translation of protocol data units of incompatible networks to one another, a telecommunications network (for example, a public tele phone network (PSTN), the integrated service digital net work (ISDN), the landline network based on the asynchro nous digital subscriber line (ADSL), the mobile radio network based on the GSM Standard (first and second mobile radio generation), the mobile radio network based on the UMTS Standard (third mobile radio generation), the mobile network based on the DECT and/or PHS Standard, the global computer network (Internet), the electrical power Supply network and the broadband cable network) and a local area network (for example, in the form of a home automation System, including a network with a radio trans mission path, a PLC transmission path, an IRDA transmis Sion path, an InstaBus transmission path, an HES BuS transmission path, a twisted pair transmission path or a coaxial cable transmission path) via a telecommunications terminal which is connected to the telecommunications US 6,947,731 B1 3 network, has a remote control Structure and is allocated to any given X interface for connection to the local network via a specific network adapter.
Owing to the increasing convergence of communications and information appliances, the telecommunications termi nal in this case has the "intelligent interface" function ("gateway" function) added to it. The information (for example, control commands, Status information, alarm mes Sages, etc.) that needs to be transmitted for remote control of appliances in the local area network is transmitted from the interface in a specific record format, with a first record format part which indicates the appliance identification and/or the appliance address, a Second record format part which contains the control command for the appliance, and a third record format part which contains the control payload information.
A telecommunications terminal designed in this way makes it possible to drive any appliances connected to that telecommunications terminal.
To do this, an operator has to use a remote control unit; for example, just by transmitting the appliance identification and the control command, to initiate an action in the appliance defined by the appliance identification, to Switch the appliance to a different operating mode, or to check the current operating mode.
It is known for the output of the operating mode to be transmitted as a data word to the remote control unit, where it is generally produced in the form of an alphanumeric output on a display on the remote control unit. Furthermore, appliances are known which convert data words, which generally contain numerical values, via a device for speech synthesis into the spoken corresponding form, which is produced as the output. For example, the value "0" is output as a spoken "Zero". The user of Such appliances then, generally, has to use a list or a manual to determine the meaning of this value; that is, in particular, an appliance Status associated with this value.
This type of appliance Status output is very tedious for an operator and requires that this list or manual always be available in order to control the appliance remotely.
"XPRESS Reference Manual for the HCS II-Release 3.62" Oct. 3, 1998, CREATIVE CONTROL CONCEPTS XP002162174 discloses a "home automation system" appli ance, which is equipped as a Single-board computer which can be upgraded in modular form. The appliance allows the domestic appliances to be controlled which are connected to the Single-board computer via network modules, with Voice outputs via a telephone line being possible via a speech module and a telephone interface module, when DTMF tones are entered.
An object to which the present invention is directed is to Specify a method for conversion of a voice output of Status messages, particularly in home automation Systems, which can be implemented cost-effectively and easily and can be used universally for respectively different network types (for example, the types of networks mentioned above).
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In the method according to the present invention, a unique appliance identification is allocated to each appliance which is connected to a telecommunications terminal and is, thus, included in a local area network, via which the telecommu nications terminal can address the respective appliance, in particular for remote control, and via which each appliance is identified. Three spoken phrases are allocated to each 4 appliance identification and, thus, to each appliance, and are Stored in this association. Statuses which an appliance, contained in the local area network, may assume are taken by the telecommunications terminal from the value of a data word which is transmitted to the telecommunications termi nal from that appliance. If the value of this data word corresponds to a first value, then the first spoken phrase asSociated with the appliance is Selected as the output phrase. If the value of the data word corresponds to a Second value, then the Second spoken phrase allocated to that appliance is Selected as the output phrase. If the value of the data word corresponds neither to the first nor the Second value, then the value of the data word corresponds at least to a third value, and the third spoken phrase allocated to that appliance is Selected, in conjunction with the third value, as the output phrase. If the output phrase is Selected, it is converted to a form that is legible for a device for Speech Synthesis, and is transmitted to this device for Speech Synthesis in order to be output.
The method according to the present invention achieves greater user acceptance of a System provided in this way for remote control of appliances, in particular home automation Systems, Since the use of Spoken phrases for outputting appliance Statuses makes it easier for the user to understand the data word values, which are rather cryptic without any additional information. Furthermore, this also substantially avoids any need to refer to the appliance Statuses that are associated with the values of the data word so that the remote control, in particular the remote checking of the appliance Status, can be initiated by the user without any major effort. Furthermore, restricting the spoken phrases associated with an appliance, in particular to three spoken phrases, together with the simplicity of the method, results in the required memory Space being minimal. The associa tion of Spoken phrases with appliance Statuses also can be used universally for any given appliance.
Additional features and advantages of the present inven tion are described in, and will be apparent from, the follow ing Detailed Description of the Invention and the Figures. So that the normal procedures in telecommunications termi nals continue to be carried out without any disturbance, a check is first of all carried out to determine whether a new appliance has been connected to the telecommunications terminal.
If a new appliance has been connected, an appliance number ID is generated for that appliance, and is allocated uniquely to that appliance for appliance identification.
The appliance number ID is generated Such that a Sequen tial number is allocated to the appliances. AS Such, the respective most-recently-allocated appliance number ID is incremented and allocated to the respective newly connected appliance.
AS an alternative to this, it is possible to allocate to the appliance as the appliance identification an appliance num ber ID which is predetermined by that appliance and, after S being connected to the telecommunications terminal, is transmitted to this telecommunications terminal during an initialization process.
A combination of alphabetic and numerical characters is also feasible for generating an appliance identification ID.
Once the appliance number ID has been allocated, the user is requested via a device which is associated with the telecommunications terminal, particularly a microphone, to enter a first spoken phrase SP1, which is allocated to an appliance status identified by a first value VALUE1, to Specify a Second spoken phrase SP2, which is allocated to a Second appliance Status identified by a Second value VALUE2, and to specify a third spoken phrase SP3, which is allocated to any other appliance Status, which is identified by a value VALUE3 which differs from the first and second values VALUE1, VALUE2.
If, for example, a remotely controllable roller shutter is connected to the telecommunications terminal, whose values that are identifying the Statuses are defined in an interval 0; 255, with the value "0" corresponding to the "roller shutter entirely raised' status, the value "255" corresponding to the "roller shutter entirely lowered" status, and with the other values identifying a status between these two statuses, then the user can Speak the formulation "roller Shutter entirely raised" as the first spoken phrase SP1 and can allocate this to the value "0", and then can speak the formulation "roller shutter entirely lowered" as the second spoken phrase SP2 and can allocate this to the value "255'. All other values which lie in the interval 1, 254 can be spoken by the user and associated with the formulation "the current position of the roller shutter corresponds to the value:".
Following the user check, the three spoken phrases SP1 to SP3 are stored in conjunction with the appliance number ID in the form of an organized list Such that one, and only one, associated spoken phrase SP1, SP2, or SP3 can be deter mined via a current appliance number ID and a current value VALUE1, VALUE2 or VALUE3 identifying an appliance of State. Alternatively, it is possible to provide for the Spoken phrases SP1, SP2 and SP3 to be provided for each appliance Such that they are already in digitized form, processed appropriately for Storage and for Speech Synthesis, on a memory medium, Such as a floppy disc or a memory chip in the appliance, So that they need not be entered by the user.
After the Storage process, the method is started once again with a check as to whether a new appliance has been connected at the Startpoint 1.
If the check indicates that no new appliance has been connected, then a check is carried out in a Second Step 2 to determine whether an appliance Status of Some particular appliance, which is located in the local area network and is connected to the telecommunications terminal, is being queried by a user.
If this is the case, the appliance is requested to transmit a data word DW, which contains the value VALUE1, VALUE2 or VALUE3 of the current status of the appliance.
Once the data word DW has been received, a check is carried out to determine which of the values VALUE1, VALUE2 or VALUE3 is contained in the data word DW. If the data word DW contains the first value VALUE1, then the first spoken phrase SP1, which is associated with the appliance being checked, is Set as the output phrase AP on the basis of the current appliance number ID and the current value For at least one third value VALUE3, which is not the same as the first value VALUE1 or the second value VALUE2, the spoken phrase SP1 which is associated with the appliance being checked is Set, followed by the third value VALUE3, as the output phrase AP on the basis of the current appliance number ID and the current value VALUE3
of the data word DW.
Once the spoken phrase has been defined, it is processed Such that it can be transmitted and output by a device for Speech Synthesis.
If, for example, the user is checking the Status of the roller shutters, then the formulation "roller shutter entirely raised" is output to the user if a transmitted data word DW contains the first value VALUE1 "O'", the formulation "roller shutter entirely lowered" is output to the user for a transmitted data word DW whose second value is VALUE2 "255", and for every value (1,254) which differs from this, such as a third value VALUE3 "23", the formulation "the current position of the roller shutter corresponds to the value: 23" is output to the user.
After each output, the method is finally continued from the Startpoint 1.
If the check finds that the user is not checking any appliance Status of any appliance which is located in the local area network and is connected to the telecommunica tions terminal, then the method is likewise continued at the Startpoint 1.
Although the present invention has been described with reference to specific embodiments, those of skill in the art will recognize that changes may be made thereto without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the present invention without departing from the hereafter appended claims.
What is claimed is: 1. A method for conversion of a voice output of Status messages from at least one appliance which is contained in a local area network and is connected to a telecommunica tions terminal, the method comprising the Steps of: allocating a unique appliance identification to the at least one appliance; Storing first, Second and third spoken phrases, which can be predetermined, for the at least one appliance; transmitting a Status of the at least one appliance to the telecommunications terminal as a data word; allocating the first, Second and third spoken phrases as an output phrase to Statuses of the at least one appliance, when the data word is transmitted, such that the first spoken phrase is Selected as the output phrase for a first status which is identified by a first value of the data word, the Second spoken phrase is Selected as the output phrase for a Second Status which is identified by a second value of the data word, and both the third spoken phrase and a third value of the data word, which is being converted for voice output and differs from the first and Second values, are Selected as the output phrase for at least one third Status, which is identified by the third value of the data word; and transmitting the output phrase for its outputting to a device for Speech Synthesis.
